THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO
EXHIBITIONS FOR APRIL AND MAY

PAINTINGS BY
MAURICE FROMKES

APRIL FIFTEEN TO MAY FIFTEEN, 1921
PAINTINGS BY
MAURICE FROMKES

1. THE COMPOSER
2. THE SYRIAN POET
3. PUSSY WILLOWS
4. WHITE COSMOS
5. MEADOW SWEET
6. THE YELLOW SWEATER
7. A BREATH OF AUTUMN
8. THE LILY POND
9. AN ANCIENT BELLE
10. THE BLACK VASE
11. CANTERBURY BELLS
12. PEONIES
13. WATER LILIES
14. THE WHITE HERON
15. THE PERSIAN BOTTLE
16. GRANNY'S MANTEL
17. GREEN AND RED PEPPERS
18. SWEET WILLIAM AND CALENDULA
19. INCOMING TIDE
20. SINGLE LILY